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ing the survivability of fixed wing aircraft in the conceptual design phase was
developed at the Naval Postgraduate School by Ball and Hesser in 1982. The pro-
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thesis presents corrections and improvements made to VISAP by the author. These
corrections and improvements include improved efficiency and friendliness of the
program from the user's viewpoint, enhanced output, and the incorporation of
graphics to aid in the assessment and evaluation of aircraft conceptual design.
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A computer program for assessing the survivability of fixed wing
aircraft in the conceptual design phase was developed at the Naval Post-
graduate School by Pall aid Hesser in 1982. The program was called VISAP
(Vought Interactive Survivability Assessment Program). This thesis
presents corrections and improvements made to VISAP by the author. These
corrections and Improvements include improved efficiency and friendliness
of the program from the user's viewpoint, enhanced output, and the incor-
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A. SURVIVABILITY ( P(s} )
Aircraft combat survivability is def"'ned as the capability of an air-
craft to avoid and/or withstand a nisn-made hostile environment. This
ability to avoid or withstand tha hostile? environment is a function of
several factors both inherent in ar-d extirrnal to the aircraft. Survivability
is quantifiable using basic probability :heory and can be expressed as unity
minus the product of the aircraft's susceptibility and the aircraft's
vulnerabi 1 ity.
P(s) = 1 ~ Susceptibility x Vulnerability (1)
1 . Suscept i bility ( P ( h ) )
Susceptibility is the aircr'ift's inability to avoid the hostile
environment. It can be expressed as the probability that the aircraft is
hit (P(h)), it is influenced by d .rultitude of factors. Generally, these
factors consist of the threat activity, the threat sensors, the threat
tracking ability and the threat propagator. These factors can also be
quantified. They can be expressed as the probability of activity (P(a)),
the probability of detection (P(d'/}, the probability of conversion (P(c)),
and the probability of damage (P(d£jm)).
P(h) = P(a) X P(d) x P(c) X P(dam) (2)
Susceptibility can be reduced by one or more means. Prominent are threat
suppression (reduction of the threat's activity or ability to act), signa-
ture reduction (minimizing the aircraft's visual, aural, and electromag-
netic emissions or reflections), and overt countermeasures (interference
with the threat's ability to track or engage the aircraft).

2. Vulnerability ( P(k/h) )
Once hit by a damage causing mechanism, such as a fragment or
projectile, the reaction of the aircraft is dependent upon its vulnerability.
The vulnerability levels may range from no effect through catastrophic
destruction, with intermediate effects including but not limited to mission
degradation, system or subsystem malfunctions, and component failures.
Vulnerability is often measured using the concept of vulnerable
area. An aircraft presents a projected area (A(p)) depending on the aspect
of the observer or tracking system. Each aircraft critical component has
its own vulnerable area that contributes to the total aircraft vulnerable
area (A(v)). The vulnerability of the aircraft can also be measured by
the ratio of the aircraft vulnerable area to the aircraft presented area.
P(k/h) = A(v) / A(p) (3)
P(k/h) is the probability the aircraft is killed given a hit.
B. VISAP
"The Development of an Interactive Computer Program for the Evaluation
of Aircraft Conceptual Designs" [Ref. 1] was the result of the compilation
of numerous efforts to perform survivability assessments in the conceptual
design phase utilizing deterministic models. The computer programs, collec-
tively called the VISAP (Vought Interactive Survivability Assessment Program)
program, eloquently allow the designer or analyst to investigate the
effects on survivability of altering, singly or in groups, the aircraft's
design features, its vulnerability and susceptibility reduction features,
and/or the threat environment parameters. Results of a single sortie and

a campaign analysis and the incremental increases to the aircraft's take-
off gross weight are used as measures of effectiveness.
VISAP is also the filename of the CflS control EXEC designed for use
on the Naval Postgraduate School's IB.m 3033 compjter. When executed, it
presents the user with the choice of one of thre^ aircraft types to analyze.
These types are Fighter Escort, Long Ranje Strike, and Close Air Support.
Each type is assessed by independent p'.^-ograi.is with filenames of ESCORT, STRIKE
and SUPPORT respectively.
Each program solves the survivability equation using values calculated
from the design parameters chosen by the user from "menus" incorporated into
the programs and automatically displayed on the user's terminal at the appro-
priate time during program execution. Subsidiary routines and subroutines
either correlate the inputs with tabulated data or do deterministic calcula-
tions to produce values for, ultimately, the probability of survival (P(s))
for a design of an aircraft type against predetermined threats. Three sub-
routines are utilized to determine the results of the single sortie of an
aircraft, to conduct a campaign analviis consisting of several flights by
many aircraft, and to show a comparison becween the new and the original
gross weights.
Parameter values are displayed on the :erminal while the user is
running the program. Changes made are inimediately indicated, and the
values calculated from the changes are also displayed when appropriate.
In addition, upon completion of a design, a hard copy printout may be
obtained if desired. This printout contains the susceptibility and
vulnerability reduction features, values for P(s), P{d), P(h), and P(k/h),

results of the campaign analysis, the baseline takeoff gross weight, and
the enhanced gross weight.
C. CONCLUSION
VISAP was an immense improvement over the previous requirements to
correlate masses of emperical and analytic data. The elimination of time
consuming, tedious, and, therefore, error prone hand calculations is, of
course, the principle benefit of the programs.
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I I • NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
A. INTRODUCTION
VISAP was used at the Naval Postgraduate School ii course AE-3251
,
Aircraft Combat Survivability during the Spring Quarter 1982. Students
were assigned the task of analyzing survivability enhancements on the
three available aircraft types. While the results of this project were
generally favorable, several inadequacies were discovered in the pro-
grams. Furthermore, solicited comments rrom ir.dustry and government
activities studying the program pointed out other errors and several
suggestions for improvement. The gist of the significant errors, inade-
quacies, and recommendations are:
1. Erroneous output in some cases
2. Inaccuracies in the "HELP" menus
3. Excessive time to work through a design
4. Inability to save design changes from one run :o the next
5. Necessity to reenter each point in the program to duplicate a
design
6. Requirement to rerun an entire program to assess the effects of a
change to a parameter
7. Limited data on printouts making comparisons between the design and
effects difficult
8. Questionable validity of the results
9. No provisions for cost information provided
10. Lack of graphical presentation of results
11

B. SPECIFICS OF THE PROBLEM
Difficulties with VISAP in general are categorized as follows:
i. The data output and validity of results were suspect due to random
and obviously erroneous results. Several minor corrections in the sub-
routine programming were identified. The corrections to this and other
problems will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. The method-
ology used to develop the algorithms for the programs' subroutines are not
questioned.
2. Inaccuracies and garbled text in the "HELP" menus were identified.
Proper interpretations were researched in "The Fundamentals of Aircraft
Combat Survivability Analysis and Design" [Ref. 2]. Specifically, the help
menu 6's equation for P(s) was incorrect, P(S) = P(D)*P(H)*P(K/H) instead
of :he correct, P(S) = 1 - ( P(D)*P(H)*P(K/H) ). Also, HELP menu 3 con-
tained a nonsense line reading, "of study as the A/C type defined them."
3. Students universally complained about an excessive amount of time
to complete an evaluation. The inability to save the results of a design
effort by means other than reaccessing VISAP at the beginning and having
to reenter all previously chosen data was also of concern. The need for a
data saving and retrieval routine, in addition to the established capability
to automatically reenter the program at the completion of a run, was
established. Furthermore, once the user familiarizes himself/herself with
program operation, stepping through each sequence becomes redundant.




4. Accompanying item 3 above was the necessity to expand the output.
To help identify a design analysis and to correlate which parameter affected
which measure of effectiveness, the printouts required design and performance
information in addition to the susceptibility and vulnerability reduction
features already presented.
5. To enhance industry use, cost information was ^scoininended for
inclusion in VISAP. While costing was a major emphasis in the preliminary
research, it was not incorporated in Reference 1 and is al -io considered
beyond the scope of the current project.
6. A graphical presentation of an assessment seemed a logical applica-
tion of VISAP, In fact, a bar chart depicting aircraft less rale or P(k)
versus the threat types was a requirement for the AE-3251 project. A
means to utilize some of the graphics utilities available -.t thci Naval
Postgraduate School was, therefore, made a requirement.
C. CONCLUSION
Chapter three will delve into the details of tne changes ana corrections
made to the version of VISAP described in Reference 1. Tho intention of
continuing work on VISAP was to improve the efficiency of the program,
extend its applicability, and broaden the range of useful information
produced. The basic methodologies, approach to the solution, and program-
ming techniques were all considered suitable and, therefore, the corrections





The solutions will be discussed in the same order as the problems to
which they relate were delineated in Chapter II. Additionally, appendixes
E-G, the program listings, have been annotated with a numbered comment
card ( c ## ) preceding each section that has been altered from the
original version of VISAP. The number (##) in the comment refers to the
like numbered statements of the following paragraphs.
B. SOLUTIOM SPECIFICS
Correct" ve action for the problems were developed as follows:
1. Random, erroneous output values were the result of computational
errc-yi, programming errors, and the use of mixed moae arithmetic (i.e.,
integer instead of real data). These errors occurred in the SORT and CAMP
subrou:;ines of all three programs. Mixed mode was also discovered in
SUPPO'IT in the Menu 41 section on Vulnerable Area/P{k) vs. AAA, in the
SRPDS'V, the SRVAAA, and the SRPHR subroutines, in the STRIKE subroutines
SSRPDS and ESRWT, and the ESCORT ESRAVG and ESRWT subroutines. The
affected sections and subroutines were analyzed, corrected, and now check
against hand calculated values for sample cases.
2. Inaccuracies and garbled text in the "HELP" menus as mentioned in
Chapter II were identified. The text with corrections has been retyped
maintaining the existing format.
14

3. Incorporation of routines to save data ana modifications or the
program flow to expedite the time required to perform an evaluation have
been made. Data is now retained in a disk file and is continually updated
as particular parameters or values change during program execution. At
program termination, or any time MENU 7, the assessment routine, is
executed, current data is "dumped" to the data file. Separate fil?s,
named ESCORT DATA, STRIKE DATA, and SUPPORT DATA, are maintained for the
respective aircraft types. When reentering a program, the user is give?i
the option of using either his previously defined data or the def:-ult
values specified in the declaration section of the program.
The programs are now written to cause an automatic assessment any
time a variable is changed. This is accomplished with "GO TO'' statemen::s
in the menus Main, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 which force the program to f./tcute
Menu 7, to evaluate gross weight changes (subroutines ESRWT or SS^IJT),
and to record all values in the data file.
Following the evaluation, when the user exits the prograir.. the
current assessment is displayed on the terminal. He/she may opt to have
this information printed, then exit; reenter the program; or exit .vithout
a printout.
4. The printouts themselves include new sections. The full title of
the aircraft type is spelled out. For example, "Long Range Strike Air-
craft" replaces the abbreviated "Strike Aircraft" used previously. Per-
formance features, mission parameters, and threat parameters are
enumerated, in addition to the existing susceptibility and vulnerability
reduction features. These additions facilitate the identification of
15

the cause and effect; relationships between the independent design variables
and the resulting changes in the survivability assessment.
The aijumentCid printouts are produced by rewritten statements in the
Exit routines' "WRITE" statements and their associated "FORMAT" statements.
Furthermore, tnis output is identical to that displayed on the terminal
screen which wiS dij.cussed in objective 3. This is accomplished by
incorporating repet'tive "WRITE" statements with th2 unit codes changed
to direct output to the terminal instead of the printer.
5. Graphics capability posed many possibilities and a multitude of
alternatives. Firs':, consideration had to be given to what information
was to be presented. Since the Probability of Survival (P(s)) or the
Probability or Kill (P(k)) provides a comprehensive, quantifiable evalua-
tion of a design, tie choices were immediately limited to one of these.
Of the two, Probability of Kill, against each of the threat types, was
arbitrarily p. eked since it was anticipated to show a decreasing trend for
each successive design which seems more esthetically pleasing. Second, a
decision cor.Ov^rning the format of the graph was needed. A bar chart was
picked for its simplicity and to remain consistent with the AE-3251 project
objectives. Third, several plotting devices are available that can be
accessed either directly from VISAP or separately by the user. The dual
screen IBM 3277/Tektronix 618 system at NPS was chosen due to its
availability and its ability to produce both a CRT display and a hard copy
printout. The user must decide upon which assessments to have plotted,
and then, subsequent to exiting the program but at his/her convenience,
he/she may obtain graphs of the chosen designs. Finally, the numbers of
16

assessments to be depicted had to be determined. In keeping v^ith prior
requirements, and in an effort to supply adequate information and yet prevent
the charts from becoming cluttered, a total of three design alternatives are
presented. These are indicated on the graphs by separate bars correSiDond-
ing to a Baseline, a 1st Design, and a 2nd Design. Three bars correspond-
ing to the three alternative designs are clustered vertically above tne
appropriate threat type. Figure 1 shows a typical plot.
VI SAP MENU 8 was written to calculate the Probability of Kill
against each threat type.
P(k) = 1. - P(s) (J)
Menu 8, additionally incorporates routines to query the user about his
plotting intentions, to provide him/her with further plotting procedure
information, and to file the data required for the plots. When Menu 8 i<^
executed, the user is informed as to how many designs he has selected fo>"
plotting (i.e., of 3, 1 of 3, or 2 of 3) and is given the opportunity t:
access a HELP MENU 8 which was written to provide further information
concerning plot procedures. If the user decides to have the current
design depicted, VISAP files the plotting data in disk files named ESCPU
DATA, STRPLT DATA, or SUPPLT DATA, respectively, from the ESCORT, STRIKE
or SUPPORT programs. These plot data files are distinct froni the afore-
mentioned "save" data files.
The DISSPLA (a Proprietary Software Product of Integrated Software
Systems Corporation) system was utilized to write separate Fortran IV
programs for each aircraft type. Named ESCPLT, STRPLT, and SUPPLT, they








THREAT A THREAT a
THREATS
THREAT C
Figure 1. EXAMPLE PLOT
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the output to the Tektronix 618 display screen. The user simply presses
the "HARD COPY" key below the screen to obtain a printed copy assurning, of
course, the screen in use is attached to a printer.
ESCPLT, etc., are controlled by a CMS EXEC called DISVIS. The user
operates DISVIS in a manner similar to VISAP. When seated before a dual
screen terminal, and having accessed DISVIS, he/she enters the plot
desired (ESCPLT, STRPLT, or SUPPLT) and the proper graph will aucomatically
appear on the adjoining screen. One caution must be noted. The user must
have made three design selections during one terminal session prior to
attempting a plot request. If fewer than three data points are filed,
DISSPLA will inform the viewer that "the end of data file" on the
appropriate unit number (disk) has been reached. While some sort of graph
may be presented, there will probably be depicted zero values, erroneous
P(k)'s or other even more erratic or undesirable output.
C. CONCLUSION
VISAP as currently configured is an extensive, highly versatile, and
efficient computer program or, more properly, an interdependent system of
programs. While "user friendly," by design, it still produces voluminous
amounts of information containing both the detail and the broad overview
required to perform effective survivability assessments on aircraft con-
ceptual designs. This version retains the original's modular form,
allowing easier "debugging" and possible further modifications. Addi-
tionally, menus and subroutines can be changed or new ones added easily
without affecting the other aspects of the program.
19

No project is complete without comment concerning recommendations for
further possible improvements. VISAP could encompass other aircraft types,
for instance, helicopters and their variety of applications. To enhance
industrial usage, current c>vst of aircraft and the ramifications upon





VARIABLES, SUBROUTINES, AND DEFINITIONS
A.l. ESCORT
A.l . 1 . Menu 2 Design
A. 1.1.1. Menu 21 Aircraft Performance Inputs










A. 1.1. 2. Menu 22 Susceptibility Features
JAM jammer number
IRCS RCS reduction level
IWARN RWR installed/not installed value
ICHAFF chaff dispenser installed/not installed value
IRJAM IR jammer installed/not installed value
IRFLAR IR flare dispenser installed/not installed value
IRSUP IR suppression susceptibility value
21

A. 1.1. 3. Menu 23 Vulnerability Features
IFS general fuel system vulnerability value
IFV fuel/void interface vulnerability value
IFE fuel/engine interface vulnerability value
lEA engine arrangement vulni.^rability value
lEP engine protection vulnerability value
ICS control system vulnerability value
ICA crew arrangement vulnerability value
A. 1.2. Menu 3 Combat Scenario
A. 1.2.1. Menu 31 Mission Description
XMDA mission dash altitude
XMDM mission dash distance
XMDD mission dash Mach number-
A. 1.2. 2. Menu 32 Threat Definition
AAH air-to-air threat density
AAD air-to-air threat dianeier
AAL air-to-air threat penetration distance
SAMH low altitude SAM threat density
SAMD low altitude SAM threat diameter
SAML low altitude SAM threat penetration distance
A. 1.3. Menu 4 Susceptibility Assessment
A. 1.3. I. Menu 41 Probability of Detection
PDAAG P(d) by air-to-air guns
PDAAM P(d) by air-to-air IR missiles
PDSM P(d) by low altitude SAM
22

A. 1.3. 2. Menu 42 Probability of Hit
PHG P(h) by air-to-air guns
PHM P(h) by air-to-air IR missile
PHSM P(h) by low altitude SAM
A. 1.4. Menu 5 Vulnerability Assessment
A. 1.4.1. Menu 51 Vulnerable Area and Probability of Kill Given a Hit
APAAG presenter area to air-to-air guns
AVAAG vulnerable area to air-to-air guns
PKHAAG P(k/h) by air-to-air guns
AVAAM vulnerable area to air-to-air IR missile
PKHAAM P(k/h) by air-to-air IR missile
VASM vulnerable area to low altitude SAM
PKHSM P(l</h) by low altitude SAM
A. 1.5. Menu 6 Survivability Assessment
A. 1.5.1. Menu 61 Probability of Survival
PSAG P{s) vs. air-to-air guns
PSAM P{s) vs. air-to-air IR missile
PSSM P(s) vs. low altitude SAM
A. 1.5. 2. Menu 62 Sortie Analysis
ACR number of aircraft in single sortie
XNPASS number of targets attacked by aircraft per sortie
ACR2 number of aircraft ready for next sortie
TOTSR total sorties flown
TOTACK total targets attacked
TOTACL total aircraft lost
23

TOTACR total aircraft in repair at end
SORT subroutine to perform sortie analysis
A. 1.5. 3. Menu 63 Campaign Analysis
ACRl number of aircraft in canipaigi
NSRT number of raids in the campaign
NS maximum number of sorties for repair








CAMP subroutine to perform campaign =ssess.ment
A. 1,7. Menu 8 Plotting Routine
N counter for maximum of three p"'ot va' ues
PKAG P(k) vs. air-to-air guns a^'^i*y
PKAM P(k) vs. air-to-air IR missile array
PKSM P(k) vs. low altitude SAM array
A. 1.8. Other/Miscellaneous
n single digit integer input
12 two digit integer input
VI real number input
UK integer to prevent auto-scroll
by low altitude SAM
by air-to-air guns
by air-to-air IR missile
by low altituae SAN
and P(k/h) vs. air-to-air guns
and P(k/h) vs. air-to-air IR missile
and P(k/h) vs. low altitude SAM
24

KK general commands comparison array
Kl Main Menu comparison array
K2 Menu 2 comparison array
K3 Menu 3 comparison array
K4 Menu 4 comparison array
K5 Menu 5 comparison array
K6 Menu 6 comparison array
JJ Menu 8 comparison array
K1Q-K9Q branch command variables
SRFA subroutine: alertion factor
SRFC subroutine: chaff factor
ESRWT subroutine: take off gross weight
A. 2. ESCPLT
XO X-axis points array
YO lower Y-axis values
Yl Baseline Design P(k)'s array
Y2 1st Design P(k)'s array
Y3 2nd Design P(k)'s array
IPKRAY Legend text array
A. 3. STRIKE
A.3.1
. Menu 2 Design
A. 3. 1.1. Menu 21 Aircraft Performance Inputs









EC engine face to quarter chord
ED engine diameter
EL engine length
A. 3. 1.2. Menu 22 Susceptibility Features
JAM jammer number
IRCS RCS reduction level
IWARN RWR installed/not installed value
ICHAFF chaff dispenser installed/not installed value
A. 3. 1.3. Menu 23 Vulnerability Features
IFS general fuel system vulnerability value
IFV fuel/void interface vulnerability value
A. 3. 2. Menu 3 Combat Scenario
A. 3. 2.1. Menu 31 Mission Description
XMA mission penetration altitude
XMD mission penetration distance
XMM mission penetration Mach number
A. 3. 2. 2. Menu 32 Threat Definition
AAH air-to-air threat density
AAD air-to-air threat diameter
SAMH high altitude SAM threat density
SAMD high altitude SAM threat diameter
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A. 3. 3. Menu 4 Susceptibility Assessment
A. 3. 3.1. Menu 41 Probability of Detection
PDSM P{cl) by high altitude SAM
PDAR P(d) by air-to-air IR nnssiio
A. 1.3. 2. Menu 42 Probability of Hit
PHSM P(h) by high altitude SA.^
PHAR P(h) by air-to-air IR missile
A. 3. 4. Menu 5 Vulnerability Assessment
A. 3. 4.1. Menu 51 Vulnerabla Area and Probability of Kill Given a Hit
AVAA vulnerable area to air-to-air IR missile
PKHAA P(k/h) by air-to-air IR missile
VASM vulnerable area to high altiiiide SAh
PKHSM P(k/h) by high altitude SAM
A. 3. 5. Menu 6 Survivability Assessment
A. 3. 5.1. Menu 61 Probability of Survival
PSSM P(s) vs. high altitude SAM
PSAR P(s) vs. air-to-air IR m-issi'ic
A. 3. 5. 2. Menu 52 Sortie Analysis
ACR number of aircraft in single sortie
XINPASS number of targets attacked by ^iircraft per sortie
ACR2 number of aircraft ready for next sortie
TOTSR total sorties flown
TOTACK total targets attacked
TOTACL total aircraft lost
TOTACR total aircraft in repair at end
SORT subroutine to perform sortie analysis
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A. 1.5. 3. Menu 63 Campaign Analysis
ACRl number of aircraft in campaign
XNPASS number of targets attacked by aircraft in campaign
NSRT number of raids in the campaign
NS maximum number of sorties for repair
A. 3. 6. Menu 7 Reassessment
by air-to-air IR missile
by high altitude SAM
by air-to-air IR missile
by high altitude SAM
and P(k/h) vs. air-to-air IR missile







CAMP subroutine to perform campaign assessment
A. 3. 7. Menu 8 Plotting Routine
N counter for maximum of three plot values
PKSM P(k) vs. high altitude SAM array
PKAR P{k) vs. air-to-air IR missile
A. 3.8. Other/Miscellaneous
n single digit integer input
12 two digit integer input
VI real number input
UK integer to prevent auto-scroll
KK general commands comparison array
Kl Main Menu comparison array
K2 Menu 2 comparison array
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K3 Menu 3 comparison array
K4 Menu 4 comparison array
K5 Menu 5 comparison array
K6 Menu 6 comparison diTrd.y
JJ Menu 8 comparison array
K1Q-K9Q branch command variables
SRFA subroutine: alertion factor
SRFC subroutine: chaff factor
ESRWT subroutine: take off gross weig
A. 4 . STRPLT
XO X-axis points array
YO lower Y-axis values
Yl Baseline Design P(l<)'s array
Y2 1st Design P(k) 's array
Y3 2nd Design P(k) 's array
IPKRAY Legend text array
LABEL X-axis labels array
A. 5 . SUPPORT
A. 5 .1. Menu 2 Design
A. 5 .1.1. Menu 21 Aircraft Performance Inputs









EC engine face to quarter chord
ED engine diameter
EL engine length
A, 5. 1.2. Menu 22 Susceptibility Features
JAM jammer number
IRCS RCS reduction level
IWARN RWR installed/not installed value
ICHAFF chaff dispenser installed/not installed value
A. 5. 1.3. Menu 23 Vulnerability Features
IPS general fuel system vulnerability value
IfV fuel /void interface vulnerability value
II-E fuel /engine interface vulnerability value
IliA engine arrangement vulnerability value
IliP engine protection vulnerability value
ICS control system vulnerability value
I3A crew arrangement vulnerability value
A. 5.2. Menu 3 Combat Scenario
A. 5. 2.1. Menu 31 Mission Description
XMA mission loiter altitude
XMR mission radius of action
XMT mission time on station
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A. 5. 2. 2. Menu 32 Threat Definition
AAAH AAA threat density
AAAD AAA threat diameter
SAMH low altitude SAM threat density
SAMD low altitude SAM threat diameter
A. 5.3. Menu 4 Susceptibility Assessment
A. 5. 3.1. Menu 41 Probability of Detection
PDSM P(d) by low altitude SAM
PDAR P(d) by AAA radar
PDAO P(d) by AAA optical
A. 5. 3. 2. Menu 42 Probability of Hit
PHSM P(h) by low altitude SAM
PHR P(h) by AAA radar
PHO P{h) by AAA optical
A. 5. 4. Menu 5 Vulnerability Assessment
A. 5. 4.1. Menu 51 Vulnerable Area and Probability of Kill Given a Hit
VAAAA vulnerable area to AAA
PKHAAA P(k/h) by AAA
VASM vulnerable area to low altitude SAM
PKHSM P(k/h) by low altitude SAM
A. 5. 5. Menu 6 Survivability Assessment
A. 5. 5.1. Menu 61 Probability of Survival
PSSM P(s) vs. low altitude SAM
PSAR P(s) vs. AAA radar
PSAO P(s) vs. AAA optical
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A. 5. 5. 2. Menu 62 Sortie Analysis
ACR number of aircraft in single sortie










total aircraft in repair at end
SORT subroutine to perform sortie analysis
A.5»5.3. Menu 63 Campaign Analysis
ACRl number of aircraft in campaign
XNPASS number of targets attacked by aircraft in campaign
NSR"^ number of raids in the campaign
NS maximum number of sorties for repair
A. 5.6. •'^enu 7 Reassessment
SRPDSM subroutine: PCd) by low altitude SAM
SRPKSM subroutine: P(h) by low altitude SAM
SRVASM subroutine: A(v) and P(k/h) vs. low altitude SAM
SRPHR subroutine: P(h) by AAA radar
SRPHC subroutine: P(h) by AAA optical
SRVAAA subroutine: A(v) and P(k/h) vs. AAA
CAMP subroutine to perform campaign assessment
A. 5. 7. Menu 8 Plotting Routine
N counter for maximum of three plot values
PKSM P(k) vs. low altitude SAM array
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PKAR P{k) vs. AAA radar
PKAO P(k) vs. AAA optical
A. 5. 8. Other/Miscellaneous
n single digit integer input
12 two digit integer input
VI real number input
UK integer to prevent auto-scroll
KK general commands comparison array
Kl Main Menu comparison array
K2 Menu 2 comparison array
K3 Menu 3 comparison array
K4 Menu 4 comparison array
K5 Menu 5 comparison array
K6 Menu 6 comparison array
JJ Menu 8 comparison array
K1Q-K9Q branch command variables
SRFA subroutine: alertion factor
SRFC subroutine: chaff factor
SSRWT subroutine: take off gross weight
A. 6. SUPPLT
XO X-axis points array
YO lower Y-axis values
Yl Baseline Design P(k)'s array
Y2 1st Design P(k)'s array
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Y3 2nd Design P(k)'s array
IPKRAY Legend text array








AIRCRAFT SURVIVABILITY DESIGN AND ASSESSMENT
USING THE







The VISAP (Vo'jght Interactive Survivability Assessment Program) was
developed at NPS to introduce the student to the survivability decisions
and design tradeoffs corsfronting the designer/analyst of conceptual aircraft,
Three specific aircraft cypes are examined, a Fighter Escort, a Long Range
Strike aircraft, and 5 Close Air Support aircraft. The student is presented
with several aircraft oerformance and design features, potential threats,
and vulnerability/susceptibility parameters from which to choose for each
aircraft type. Having established a baseline design (either through the
default values or by individual design), the student can easily assess the
effects of changing one or mere design or mission descriptive parameters.
Several measures of the circraft design's survivability are presented.
These include probabilir.y of detection (P(d)), probability of hit (P(h)),
and the probability c-^ 5urvi\'al (P(d)) against a particular threat for each
of the three types of aircraft analyzed. Comparisons of the effectiveness
of each design can b'?. ohtaine^d through repeated use of the SORTIE and
CAMPAIGN analysis models incorporated in the programs. Graphs, of three
designs each, may also he obtained for comparison of results.
All required inputs for the analysis are made at a computer terminal.
Real time results will appear at the terminal, and hard copy results of
each analysis can be sent to the on line printer. Subsequently, plots of
loss rate, P(k), versus the threat types for each aircraft can be pro-
cessed at an IBM 3277/Tektronix 618 dual screen terminal, throughout the
analysis, default values are used for all calculations unless corrected




You will need the following items to estimate the survivability and
effectiveness of your designs for the three types of aircraft:
1. A computer user number.
2. The ability to LOG ON and operate the IBM 3033 VM system from a
a terminal
•
3. This set of instructions.
The completion of the following instructions causes the VISAP program
to execute. VISAP is an interactive program and is self explanatory.
Please read the instructions given on the screen carefully. Failure to
do so may invalidate your results and terminate the program. Please be
sure to enter all variables in the format requested. You are to complete a
design evaluation for each type of aircraft. The "HELP" Menus will give
you useful information about the program execution and the methodology.
It is recommended that you design the Fighter Escort Aircraft (ESCORT)
first. It contains the most detail.
In order to access VISAP you must complete the following steps:
1. Turn the terminal on using the red toggle or pull switch on the
left l^and side.
2. Depress alternately the "RESET" AND "ENTER" keys until tne terminal
screen is cleared and the message, "CP READ", appears.
3. Enter "L XXXXP" , where XXXX refers to your user number (Do not
omit the blank space).
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4. Enter your password.
5. Enter "CP LINK +-h--(-p 191 195 RR" , where ++++ is the user's
number on whose disk the programs reside (again do not omit blank
spaces).
6. Enter the password "SAP".
7. Enter "ACC 199 B".
8. Enter '^VISAP". This calls the exec.
9. Choose and enter one of the circraft types:
"ESCORT", "STRIKE", or "SUPPCiRT".
10. After you have completed your' analysis of one aircraft type, you
may design another type by exiting the program and then reentering
"VISAP" and choosing another type. Requesting printed results of
the assessment(s) -"or each type can be retrieved after you exit
that type.
To obtain graphs, you must utilize an IBM 3277/Tektronix 618 dual
screen terminal. Follow the VISAP a^xession procedures, listed above, for
steps 1 - 7 as before, then:
8. Enter "DISVIS". This accesses the DISSPLA programs.
9. Choose and enter one of the following: "ESCPLT", "STRPLT", or
"SUPPLT" for the Escort, Strike, or Support type aircraft
respectively.
10. Push the "HARD COPY" key beneath the large screen for a printout.
11. After receiving a plot for one type of aircraft, you may obtain




You are to complete the following tasks:
1. For each type of aircraft conduct a "BASELINE" (no survivability
enhancement features) assessment using the default values.
2. For each type of aircraft, select the survivability features that
you want. Then conduct an assessment of that design. What is the
weight penalty and how many aircraft are saved in the campaign?
3. For one type of aircraft do a sensitivity study on any three
features.
Examples:
(a) What is the effect of jammer power on the results?
(b) What is the effect of wing loading on the results?
(c) What is the effect of the fuel system vulnerability reduction
on the results?
Use the plotting procedures to present your results.
4. Comment on whether your studies agree with the theory that you
learned in class. Why or why not?




The following mission, aircraft, and threat parameters are used to
conduct the "ESCORT" assessment:
1. Aircraft performance indicators:
(a) Thrust to Weight 1.0
(b) Wing Loading 70.0 Ib/sq ft
(c) Ordnance Weight , 4000.0 lbs
2. Mission Description:
(a) Mission Dash Altitude 10,000.00 ft
(b) Mission Dash Mach 0.8
(c) Mission Dash Distance 75 miles
3. Threat Definition:
(a) Air-to-Air Threat Density 0.01 wpns/sq mi
(b) Air-to-Air Threat Diameter 2.0 miles
(c) Air-to-Air Penetration Distance 150.0 miles
(d) Low Altitude SAM Threat Denr.ity 0.0017 wpns/sq mi
(e) Low Altitude SAM Threat Diameter 20.0 miles
(f) Low Altitude SAM Penetration Distance .. 75.0 miles
4. Sortie and Campaign Analysis:
(a) Initial Number of Aircraft 100
(b) Number of Raids in Campaign 20
(c) Number of Passes per Sortie 1




The following Mission, Aircraft, and Threat parameters are used to
conduct the "STRIKE" assessment:
1. Aircraft Performance Indicators:
(a) Thrust to Weight 1.0
(b) Wing Loading 105.0 Ib/sq ft
(c) Ordnance Weight 4000.0 lbs
2. Missions Description:
(a) Mission Penetration Distance 200.0 miles
(b) Mission Penetration Altitude 40000.0 ft
(c) Mission Penetration Mach 1.8
3. Threat Definition:
(a) Air-to-Air Threat Density 0.01 wpns/sq mi
(b) Air-to-Air Threat Diameter 4.0 miles
(c) High Altitude SAM Threat Density 0.0017 wpns/sq mi
(d) High Altitude SAM Threat Diameter 20.0 miles
4. Sortie and Campaign Analysis:
(a) Initial Number of Aircraft 100
(b) Number of Raids in Campaign 20
(c) Number of Passes per Sortie 1




The follovying Mission, Aircraft, and Threat Parameters are used to
conduct the "SUPPORT" assessment:
1. Aircraft Performance Indicators:
(a) Thrust to Weight 0.135
(b) Wing Loading 90.0 Ib/sq ft
(c) Ordnance Weight 8000.0 lbs
2. Mission Description:
(a) Mission Radius of Action 150.0 miles
(b) Mission Loiter Altitude lOOOO.O ft
(c) Mission Time on Station 60.0 min
3. Threat Definition:
(a) AAA Threat Density 0.01 wpns/sq mi
(b) AAA Threat Diameter , 3.3 miles
(c) Low Altitude SAM Threat Density 0.0017 wpns/sq mi
(d) Low Altitude SAM Threat Diameter 20.0 miles
4. Sortie and Campaign Analysis:
(a) Initial Number of Aircraft 100
(b) Number of Raids in Campaign ..,., 20
(c) Number of Passes per Sortie 1
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Figure 5. Sample Escort 2nd Design Output
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LONG RANGE STRIKE AIRCRAFT
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